Expert Home & Office Services

TESTIMONIALS
* Hi Mihail, i just wanted to say that Irena is a very good cleaner. Thank you so much. The flat has never looked so clean!
Thanks, Alex L. / 4 Sep 14/
* Hi guys, thanks a ton for sorting this out for me, as usual your team never fail to assisst me. Many thanks, Melanie B. /
10 Sep 14/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say that the house looked amazing yesterday. Thank you so much, Nadine T. / 28 June 14/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that you guys did an incredible job. Thank you! Galen C. / 24 June 14/
* Hi Elena, Just wanted to say we think our new cleaner is excellent, really pleased. Thanks, Mary H. / 1 May 14/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to let you know that Stefka does a great job. Kind regards, Rachel M. / 31 Mar 14/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to pass on my continued thanks.It was wonderful getting home tonight to a clean and tidy place
with clothes folded etc. Best regards, Graham W. / 17 Jan 14/
* Hi Elena, Just to let you know the cleaners do an absolutely fantastic job of the cleaning. I am very impressed. Many
thanks, Nadine T. / 4 Dec 13/
* Hi Elena, as always, your professionalism is amazing!!!Thank you so much!!! Rene A. /2 Dec 13/
* Hi Guys, I would like to say that i never do worry cos you guys are so trustworthy, supportive, thorough and take pride
in your jobs. I know the job will always get done. I wish I could work with more people like you. Thanks, Melanie B. / 27
Nov 13/
* Hi Elena, Just wanted to say thank you to Margarita- ever since we`ve had the baby, Margarita works wonders. Her
cleaning is such a high standard. Please pass on my compliments. Laura N. / 9 Aug 13/.
* Hi Elena, I would like to say that Lyudmila is absolutely outstanding at cleaning our flat and she is a real credit to your
company. Regards, Gareth H. / 9 May 13/
* Hi Elena, May i say how pleased i was on coming home today and finding that Lyudmila went the extra mile, i thought. I
asked if she`d put my bed sheets on to dry and she did it but also made the bed afterwards. Saved me a job on coming
home that really helped me. So please pass on my thanks. Regards, Graham W. / 10 May 13/
* Hi Mihail, just wanted to let you know that Mariyka did a very good job yesterday. We were very happy.Many thanks,
Dionne H. / 21 Mar 13/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to confirm that we were very happy with the flat clean- thank you. Many thanks, Rosie E. / 21
Mar 13/
* Hi Mihail, I just wanted to say that your service is very good. Regards, Anna W. / 20 Mar13/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to mention we had another fantastic clean today- very impressed by our cleaner. Please pass on
our thanks. Regards, Brenda F. / 17 Sep 12/
* Hi Elena, just wanted to say thank you for the excellent cleaning service we receive each week. We are very happy.
Regards, Kate W. / 14 Sep 12/
* Hi, i just wanted to say we were really pleased with the great job the cleaner did on Friday. Thanks so much, Dina &
Steve / 9 Sep 12/
* Hi Elena, thank you. Eleonora and Iliyana did a great job yesterday.Best wishes, Hannah B. / 10 Aug 12/
* Hi Elena, I wanted to share with you that Margarita did a fantastic job today. There was a lot of ironing and she finished
it all, in addition to the general cleaning. We really appreciate everything you do for us- you have a great team. Best
wishes, Kate W. / 6 July 12/
* Hi Elena, we just wanted to say, wow fantastic clean today. Thanks a lot. Brenda Freeman / 25 June 12/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say how delighted i was with Ivelina`s work. Thank you very much for sending her along. Best
wishes, Adrienne C. / 20 June 12/
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* Hi Mihail & Elena, i just wanted to say thank you for all your help and satisfying my demanding requirements. I am
impressed with the level of training your girls have been provided. Surely they are doing the extra mile when it comes to
cleaning services. I would recommend your company to anyone who would be interested in reliable and trustworthy
cleaners. Best wishes, Petya K. / 7 June 12/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say thank you to the Sonya. She did a great job the other day. Best regards, Jim E. / 5 June
12/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know that Margarita is great. Best wishes, Yvonne L. / 29 May 12/
* Hi Mihail, just to let you know i was very pleased with the cleaning service last week. Thank you, Sue S. / 22 May 12/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that we are really happy with our cleaner, she is a lovely lady. Kind regards, Stacey W. /
23 Mar 12/
* Hi Mihail, I just wanted to say thanks to your guys who came in yesterday. I know the place was a bit mucky and they
did a great job cleaning it up. Kind regards, Ruth R - West One Cars / 12 Mar 12/
* Hi Elena, just wanted to say Katya did a great job cleaning the flat the other week. We were really happy with the clean.
Thanks, Claire N. / 22 Feb 12/
* Hi Mihail, i just wanted to say that Lyudmila has done an excellent job today and we hope that she will be continuing as
our cleaner. With many thanks, Sharon L. / 24 Jan 12/
* Hi Elena, just wanted to let you know that Lyudmila is really good and I'm very pleased indeed. Many thanks, Jackie C.
/ 23 Jan 12/
* Thanks to the new cleaner- nice and tidy - great clean thank you! Regards, Antonia F. / 05 Jan 12/
* Hi Elena, just to feedback- Valya was great! Really pleased. Regards, Claire R. / 26 Nov 11/
* Hi Elena, wanted to let you know how much we like Elvan. She did a really good job and she is a really lovely person.
Kind regards, Elaine F. / 12 Nov 11/
* Hi Elena, just wanted to let you know that Valentina is doing a great job! Kind regards, Su- Lin T. / 18 Aug 11/
* Hi Mike, I just wanted to let you know that Maya is doing a fantastic job. Thanks for your help, Kate H. / 17 Aug 11/
* Hi Eli, my flat looks lovelyand clean. Thank you for arranging it at short notice. Regards, Darren A. / 29 July 11/
* Hi Mike, i just wanted to say the girls did a fantastic job. We are really happy. Please pass onto the girls and Elena i will
be telling everyone about your service. Have a good weekend! Regards, Anna W. / 28 July 11/
* Hi Elena, just to let you know that Russ and I are really pleased with the work Ivelina does. Please pass on our thanks
next time you talk to her. Kind regards, Kate T. / 11 July 11/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to confirm that we have chosen Expert Home and Office Services for our regular cleaning at the
Practice- Smile Design by Ash and we are very impressed with the standards maintained, security and realiability. Many
thanks, Ashish Parmar- Smile Design by Ash / 07 July 11/
* Hi Mihail, Just to say that Silviya was excellent today! Her eye for attention to give a Dood service is a credit to your
company. Well done! Regards, Amarjit P. / 13 June 11/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that we are very happy with Doneliya`s cleaning. Thanks, Luke B. / 27 May 11/
* Hi Eli, my flat looks lovely and clean. Please thank Aleks once again. Regards, Darren A. / 05 May 11/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that Margarita is great as always. Regards, Paul D. / 05 May 11/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know that Margarita`s clean yesterday was amazing. Kindest regards. Tricia J. / 15
April 11/
* Hi Eli, i just wanted to let you know that we are very happy with Tatyana and the way she cleans. If possible we would
like her permanently. Best regards, Anna Loizou, SO The Agency / 15 April 11/
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* Hi Elena, we are having a big spring clean in the office and we want to thank the cleaners for clearing out the extra
rubbish we have been leaving over the last two weeks, we are nearly there. Many thanks, Olivia Allen, Glenn Howells
Architects / 13 April 11/
* Hi Elena, I was very pleased with Maya and the cleaning service provided. Regards, Rachel S. / 10 April 11/* Hi Elena,
yes, we were really happy last time with Tatyana, she had clearly worked very hard. Thanks for organising it. Regards,
Stacey L. / 07 April 11/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to let you know that Iskra was very good last time and I am really pleased with your wonderful
service. Many thanks, Elaine F. / 05 April 11/
* Hello, I would like to say that i was very pleased with last week`s clean. It was done efficiently and very well. Iskra was
finished before time and had done more than i expected. Many thanks, Sangita S. / 29 Mar 11/
* Hi Eli, I was really pleased with Vesela`s cleaning last time. Many thanks, Amanda R. / 07 Mar 11/
* Hi Elena, Thank you for all your help and just to say again how lovely it is to have my home all clean again. Kindest
regards, Elaine F. / 21 Feb 11/
* Hi Elena, please pass my thanks to Doneliya as she is doing a great job. Regards, Laura N. / 04 Feb 11/
* Hi Elena, new lady is very good. Regards, Ian C. / 23 Jan 11/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know how pleased i am with Maya, it really was a fantastic job today. Kind regards,
Andy W.
/ 20 Jan 11/
* Hi Elena, Thanks to Mike and the team for making the apartment so lovely yesterday for our guest. Kind regards,
Melanie, Sapphire Systems / 06 Jan 11/
* Hi Mike, Just to let you know that i was very happy with Yana and Greta`s cleaning service on Friday. Kind regards,
Andy D. / 31 Oct 10/
* Hello Mike, I am writing to tell you that i am very pleased with Toni.
Her cleaning is excellent and she is thoughtful enough to know what to do even if i do not tell her specifically. Thank you
so much, Sangita S. / 14 Oct 10/
* Hi Elena, I also wanted to say that we were very impressed with our clean on Tuesday. Could you please pass on our
compliments. Thanks, Luke B. / 06 Oct 10/
* Hi Elena, just quickly wanted to say thank you, Toni did an amazing job on Friday. The house was spotless. Thanks,
Rachel L. / 04 Oct 10/
* Hi Elena, They did a very good job. Many thanks, Lorelei W. / 22 Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say that the last clean was very good. We are happy with the service. Thanks, Luke B. / 09
Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say that i have just arrived home and the house looks very clean. Please pass on my thanks.
Regards, Josephine C. / 08 Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say that Pepa is really good. We are really happy with her. Regards, Vincent B. / 08 Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, please thank the cleaner who has been here this week. She has done a great job. Many thanks, Andy D - Sig
Express Brentford / 07 Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, thank you- Petya`s cleaning was great today.Thanks for checking up. Regards, Brenda F. / 06 Sep 10/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that Pepi is absolutely fantastic and we cannot praise her high enough, so please do
thank her on our behalf, she is our saviour every week! Regards, Tricia J. / 02 Sep 10/
* Hi Mike, I have just been around to our flat and it looks amazing. Thank you so much to you and the cleaners. We will
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recommend you to all our friends. Best regards, Mary / 17 Aug 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know that we are vry happy with Nelly. She is great! Regards, Paul D. / 15 Aug 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say, I got home very late last night but was so happy when i walked in. My house has never
looked so good, it was fantastic. Sonya did a very good job. Regards, Jo G. / 31 Jul 10/
* Hi Eli, Flat looked sparkling after Silviya`s last visit. Thanks, Valerie von B. / 09 Jul 10/
* Hi Elena, yes the cleaning was very good- thank you. Thanks, Mary H. / 08 Jul 10/
* Hey Mike, thanks for coming this afternoon. The work is excellent. Thank you, Puzhong Y. / 06 Jul 10/
* Thanks guys, cleaning and carpet were done really well. Thanks, Damien W. / 06 Jul 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to say that we were very pleased with the clean on Monday. Was a great job. Cheers, Luke B. /
16 June 10/
* Hi Elena, many thanks for the end of tenancy cleaning on Saturday. As usual, the service was excellent. Regards, Tom
M. / 07 June 10/
* Hi Mike, just wanted to thank you very much for making such a good job of the end of tenancy cleaning. The purchaser
was very appreciative and so was I. I have recommended you to Hetheringtons Estate Agents. Many thanks, Rosemary
W. / 07 June 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know our flat looks amazing after the cleaning today. Kind regards, Tricia J. / 27 May
10/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that Silviya was great, we are really pleased. Regards, Vincent B. / 22 May 10/
* Elena, thank you so much! You are a lifesaver! Best wishes, Claire R. / 07 May 10/
* Hi Elena, we are happy to recommend your cleaning company to friends as we think our cleaner does a fantastic job.
Thanks, Josephine C. / 04 May 10/
* Morning Elena, I just wanted to let you know that our current cleaner did a fantastic job last week and we are all very
pleased with her. Thanks, Claudia I. / 06 Apr 10/
* Hi Elena, just to let you know that I am very happy with Yana`s work today. Kind regards, Andy D. / 09 Apr 10/
* Thanks very much Elena, my flat now looks great! Thanks, Rebecca F. / 12 Mar 10/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to mention that Margarita is working out wonderfully. Thanks, Emma L. / 11 Mar 10/
* Hi Elena, I just wanted to let you know that the flat looked great so we are very happy. Thank you very much again,
Faye M. / 09 Mar 2010/
* Hi Elena, Just wanted to say thank you very much for Friday`s cleaning- an excellent job- thank you. Regards, Laura N.
/ 08 Mar 2010/
* Hi Elena, i just wanted to say that I was really happy with Silviya`s cleaning. She worked really hard and seems like a
very nice person. I look forward to her next visit. Regards, Natali M. / 08 Mar 10/
* Hi Eli, the flat is looking great so thank you for all your help. Regards, Louise H. / 08 Mar 10/
* Hi Elena, thanks so much for coming around. The cleaning done yesterday was absolutely wonderful- it has not been
so nice for ages. I was so happy. Everything was perfect just how i like it !!! I wish it could always look so nice! Thanks a
lot for your care and work, Rachel L. / 04 Mar 10/
* Hi Elena, I would like to take this opportunity to say a big thank you to all of you on the great work you have provided
and really regret having to cancel your services as we are relocating soon. You have a GREAT TEAM and a GREAT
COMPANY! Keep up the good work! Best regards, Hina P. / 08 Feb 10/
* Hi Elena, Polina has done an amazing job! She is incredibly thorough! Many thanks and kind regards, Sassi M. / 01
Feb 10/
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* Hi Elena, We would really appreciate Silviya coming this Wednesday. I just wanted to say how happy we are with
Silviya`s cleaning, she does a great job. Many thanks, Josephine C. / 24 Jan 10/
* Hi Elena, Just wanted to say we were very happy with Neli`s work last time. Many thanks, Sarah T. / 24 Jan 10/
* Hi Elena, We are very pleased with the work Rositsa is doing here. Many thanks, Leanne B , Santoro Graphics / 12 Jan
10/
* Hi Elena, Thank you for organising the visit last Saturday. I am happy with Rositsa`s work and would like her to come
on a weekly basis. Kind regards, Karen S. / 04 Jan 10/

Click here to send us your comments.
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